Total support is a beautiful thing.

Design with purpose

Ceres seating began with scientific research on how people sit. The end result is a superior sitting experience—and a stylish, beautiful chair. The aesthetic integrity of form that follows function gives Ceres its clean, purposeful appearance. Its contours and shape exist to support you completely as you move throughout your workday. As a bonus, Ceres also has the aesthetic flexibility to reflect just the right personality for practically any workplace environment.
Shown with Concinnity™ desk.
Simple, intuitive user adjustments

Seat Height
Seat height adjusts by lifting a lever conveniently placed on the right-hand edge of the seat.

Tilt Tension
Moving a slider a span of less than 2 inches along the right-hand seat edge accesses the full range of tilt tension.

Seat Depth
The seat glides forward or back when a lever along the left-hand edge of the seat is lifted.

Tilt Lock
A switch on the left-hand edge of the seat locks the chair in one of three tilt positions.

Arm Height and Depth
Press a button beneath the arms to raise or lower them. Push arm pads to slide them forward or back.

Arm Width
With arms forward, arm pads arc in about 5.5 degrees and out about 4.5 degrees.

“With Ceres, we set out to support the natural motion of the human body. That’s what makes it unique. It has nothing to do with styling. It’s honest, genuine design.”

Wolfgang Deisig
Designer of Ceres

Fun follows function

With Ceres, sophistication comes standard, but style is what you bring to it—so bring it on! Specify the fabrics and finishes that express your personality or enhance your brand. Go for fully upholstered backs for a classic look. Add a 4-way stretch mesh back to push the style forward—either a little or a lot, depending on your color choices.

Back Types
Task Chair
Multi-Purpose Chair
(Available with Arms or Armless)

Back Mesh Colors
Black
Fog
Charcoal
Chai
Navy

Work Chair Arm Stem Colors
Polished Platinum
Black
Textured Platinum
Metallic

Work Chair Base Colors
Polished Platinum
Black

Multi-Purpose Chair Frame Colors
Black
Textured Platinum
Metallic

For more information, visit hon.com/ceres